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1. Summary
Radio Television & Hobbies 100W PA Amplifier. $65 eBay Sept 2011.
July 1960 magazine kit – built circa 1964. MIC & PU input jacks; EF86 MIC preamp; 6CG7
mixer stage and split-load PI; 6CG7 common-cathode push-pull driver stage with balance pot;
KT88 fixed-bias UL PP. SS diode doubler with extra LC filter. Full bridge with CLC filtered bias
supply & individual setting pots. Metering of cathode currents and B+ voltage.
Initial condition:
Good condition. Professional kit build. A few minor mods – VS1,VS2,VS5 electrolytics changed.
OT removed. Hammertone finish peeling off top. Non-original valves. Meter glass cracked. Mic
transformer added. Broken PU socket. KT88 socket pins slack. Heater grounding mixed with
signal grounding.
Output Transformer removed
Power Transformer PF1546, dated 5.62; 0(BLK)-230-240(RD)-250V(OR); 0-240V 325mA; 90V
10mA; 12.6V CT 4A.
Microphone trans
Zephyr (looks like Woden)
Chokes
CF448, dated 11.62. 5H @ 325mA, 60R
CF447, dated 8-63. 20H @ 10mA, 950R
Valves
2x KT88 unbranded
EF86 Philips 8Y3 D0J1
12AX7 Miniwatt, ?? 4B 391
12AT7WA, Tk1 R9F .
Teletron bases
Diode
2x OA214
4x SL775
Caps
Dubilier Drilitic BR5166 (BR range, 51=500V) (possible date codes TC, SK,
TJ), Ducon ET5C (376 date stamp), mustards
POTs
Ducon.
Meter
Master Instruments, Model S21, 1mA 100Ω
1.1 Differences from RTV&H July 1960 circuit
50uF EF86 cathode bypass.
1N5 anode to gnd on EF86. V4A anode to gnd cap 1N5. 1N5 bypass on PI 33k legs.
56NF coupling caps from PI. 560k grid leaks on V3.
Tone control moved to grid of V4A.
SL775 diodes in bias supply.
120k bleeders on first filter caps.
22k 5W dropper between VS2 & VS3 (instead of 5k 2W).
No 6-pin socket for radio.
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2. Modifications


16R NTC (NTH13D160LA) in series with primary to alleviate transformer in-rush and HT filter
capacitor in-rush.
 MOV (431KD10 ) across each PT primary to reduce switch stress from turn-off transient.
 Added 2x 1N4007 in parallel with each OA214 diodes to reduce stress on the old diodes.
 Added MOV-R (2502 GEAQ, 330VDC x2, 4k7) dampening across each half primary winding
on OT.
 Returned 22k dropper to original 5k 2W.
 Removed mic transformer and mic/pickup inputs and added insulated phono jacks with 47k grid
stopper and 1M grid leak to EF86 .
 Added 220k grid stopper to PI stage to cope with over-drive. Added 15k grid stoppers to
drivers.
 Added 68k protection resistors to 20k pot wipers for KT88 grid bias. Added 2M2 to driver
balance wiper-ends.
 Reconfigured grounds to central star for KT88 cathodes, bias, PT ES, VS1/2 – separate mains.
 VS1, VS3-VS6 filter caps replaced – added 11x33V zener to protect replacement 400V caps on
EF86, mixer and PI stages. Replace coupling caps to KT88.
 Replacement chassis screws, and added rubber feet pads.
 Replaced 8-pin valve socket speaker output connector with Speakon.
To do:
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Heater windings – can’t separate the CT. Wired as per RTV&H – test hum level – then check
hum level with DC battery powered EF86 – then check hum level with humdinger pot on 6V3
portion to EF86, with wiper to star ground. May need to replace busbar with twisted pairs.
Rewire 6CG7 sockets to suit 12AU7 (6V3 heater from pin 9 to pins 4/5).
Get an OT.

3. Measurements
1kV megger test PT ok.
Voltages:
Rail
UL
Pentode idle
KT88 bias mA,mA
mA,mA
V, V
V, V
VS1
VS2
VS3
VS4
VS5
VS6 bias
Heater
Sec HT
Transformer primary = 2.3Ω. Transformer secondary HT = 3.2Ω. [5.5 ohm effective]
CF488: Ω DCR; H @ mAdc; H @ mAdc; H @ mAdc;
CF447: Ω DCR; H @ mAdc; H @ mAdc; H @ mAdc;
12VAC 50Hz nominal applied to output transformer
Winding
Voltage rms Turns ratio; Impedance for 5K pri; Spec level; Notes
Pri P-P: BLU to BRN
Sec: BLK to OR
;
Ω;
Ω;
Sec: BLK to YEL
;
Ω;
Ω;
Sec: BLK to WH
;
Ω;
Ω;
Sec: BLK to GRN
;
Ω;
;
feedback winding
Output transformer primary DC resistance: Ω plate-to-plate.
.
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4. Design Info
1.2 Input Gain Stage
EF86, V5; VS6 = 250V; Rk=3k9; RLdc=220k.
Philips datasheet gives Ia=0.7mA for above conditions when triode connected, and a gain of 30.
Assume anode and screen voltage = 250 – (0.7*220)= 95V. Assume screen current is 22% of anode
current (screen resistance 1MΩ), and assume anode current is 0.59mA and screen current is
0.11mA, then effective VS6 is 95+130=225V. Vk= 2.7V. Stage will cope with a bit over 1Vrms
before overdrive.
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1.3 Mixer Gain Stage
12AU7, V4A; VS5 = 270V; Va=120V; Rk=3k9; Vk=6V; Ia=1.5mA; RLdc=100k.

12AU7

3K9

1.4
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1.5 Splitter stage
Cathodyne PI; 12AU7, V4B; VS4 = 320V; Va=120V; Rk=1k5; Vk=5V; Ia=3mA; RLdc=33+33k.

12AU7

1K5
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1.6 Driver Stage
Push-pull common cathode; 12AU7, V3; VS3 = 485V; Va=250V; Rk=1k; Vk=11V; Ia=5.5mA;
RLdc=40k.

12AU7

2K
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6CG7

2K

1.7
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1.8 Output Stage
In this Class AB push-pull output stage, one tube is pushed into conduction and the other tube is
pulled into cutoff, and there is a region of overlap where both tubes conduct equivalent levels of
current. The cathodes are grounded, and each tube operates in a fixed bias mode with a negative
gate voltage. A 5KΩ impedance plate-to-plate OPT, presents each tube with a 2500Ω load
impedance around cross-over, moving to a 1250Ω load impedance (Class B) at high signal levels with a resistance matched secondary load.
As the output loading increases, the supply voltage VS2 to the output valve plates sags from about
550V to well below 500V. Effective plate voltage will be lower than VS2 by an amount up to V
due to OPT half resistance of about Ω with a peak current of up to about 0.3A.
The recommended output valve bias current for the KT88 is Ibias = Pd / Vb = 25W / 550V =
45mA. The gate bias voltage required for this current is significantly influenced by the mode of
operation - UL, and screen voltage in pentode mode.
The first loadline graph shows the characteristic curves for KT88 with a UL screen voltage. The
initial loadline trajectory is along a 2500Ω loadline for small signals where both tubes are
conducting – the loadline going through the bias point. The final loadline trajectory for heavy
loading (high plate current) is along a 1250Ω loadline – this loadline is aligned with an unsagged
effective plate voltage of about 550V, and extends out to the 0V gate level. This 1250Ω loadline
indicates a peak plate current of ~300mA would be needed for input grid voltage reaching 0V.
For a peak plate current of 300mA, then the nominal output power of the amplifier would be: (Ipk)2
x Rpp / 8 = 0.35 x 0.35 x 5k / 8 = 77W. For this maximum signal condition, the rms OPT current
draw is likely about 0.23A (64% of peak), and the average VS2 power consumed is about 550V x
0.23Arms =126W, and the OPT loss is about (0.23)2 x Ω = W, so the tube plates dissipate 126 –
76W - W = 50W, or about 25W each, which is about max design level.
During dynamic conditions, the plate dissipation mostly exceeds the 35W power contour curve
shown on the graph as VS2 hasn’t sagged. Each valve has an ‘off’ period for 50% of time, where
the plate dissipation is lower than the bias level and possibly down to a few watts for most of the
period when the valve is in deep cutoff due to very negative grid voltage levels. As such, the
average dissipation during the “off” period brings the average down considerably, and the ‘on’
period dissipation can extend dynamically above the 35W curve.
In UL, the screen voltage will sag and the output compress during grid swing from about -5V to 0V
when a screen stopper is used - a 100R stopper will increase drop by about 10V.
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70W

35W

In pentode mode, the screen supply VS? will sag and the output compress as grid swing increases to
0V - a 1k stopper will increase the drop by about 80V. A screen supply of about 300V may droop
screen voltage down to 200V when Vg1 approaches 0V.
The loadline indicates the achieved loadline is likely to be into the very broad knee region,
depending on screen droop.
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70W

35W

1.9 Power Supplies
Idle loading:
VS6, 0.5mA, 33k, 20V – 250V
VS5, 0.5+1.5=2mA, 22k, 50V – 270V
VS4, 2+3=5mA, 33k, 165V – 320V
VS3, 5+11=16mA, 5k, 80V – 485V
VS2, 16+50=66mA, 60, 5V - 565V
VS1,
- 570V
400V zener with 33+5=38k dropper to 600V. 5.3mA 1W.
VS2 for the output stage is choke-capacitor filtered, and will respond to dynamic loads with a 5Hz
LPF response (220uF, 5H).
The KT88 grid bias resistors are a bit over 100k, which is the datasheet max for high dissipation
applications.
If the B+ rail shorts to ground, due to a flashover, or insulation breakdown, then a 1A fuse in the
transformer secondary line provides gross failure protection by de-energising the plate and screen
rails.
Added a MOV (2x 2502 red 7mm type; 330VDC each) and 3k3 2W resistor across each primary, to
act as a high voltage damped clamp in case the speaker load goes open circuit.

